SWIMMING
POOL
MAKEOVER
This home overlooking Sydney’s beautiful Burraneer Bay had
an existing swimming pool which was in very poor condition.
Tiled in out-dated 60 x 60 mosaics, many of the tiles were falling
off the walls and floor due to poor workmanship, and like the
inside of the pool, the dark, uninviting terracotta tiles on the pool
surrounds also needed updating.

Before

In addition to the aesthetics, the pool required
a number of structural repairs, and replacement
of the pool equipment. A substantial job for
some, however thanks to the experience and
expertise of the team at Design Pools, this pool
has been completely restored to what looks like
a sparkling, brand new pool, and the owners
couldn’t be more thrilled.
To undertake the work, the entire pool needed
to be gutted, this included the removal of
all the existing tiles and the cement render.
Structural repairs were undertaken, and some
plumbing points were also moved to allow
for better water circulation and filtration. The
entire pool was re-rendered and waterproofed,
ready to replace the interior of the pool with
the stunning new 20 x20mm Ezarri glass mosaic
tiles.
Before
The pool was fitted with a new filtration
system, new pump, chlorinator, and a robotic
pool cleaner. The unappealing terracotta tiles
surrounding the pool were also replaced with a
stunning travertine tiles finished with a square
edge for a crisp, clean and modern look.
The outcome is a pool as sparkling and as
beautiful as the bay on the right.

Design Pools has built a reputation as one
of Sydney’s most innovative and professional
swimming pool builders. Custom designing
and building pools to suit each client’s individual
needs in all shapes and sizes ranging from lap
and courtyard pools, to luxury resort style pools
with in-built spas an water features.
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